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The stirring third installment of the Wolves of the Beyond series.Born with a twisted paw, Faolan

was abandoned as a wolf pup and left to die. But not only did he survive and make it back to the

wolf clan, he proved himself to be one of the worthiest wolves of all.But just as Faolan is about to

take his place on the revered Watch, a bear cub is stolen. The bears blame the wolves, and a war is

coming . . . unless Faolan can track down a traitor and rescue the bear cub in time.
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As a mother, teacher, and avid reader myself, I endorse this book whole-heartedly. I really loved the

end because Faolan got some closure on some issues with his Milk Givers; also, it seemed to

complete the first three books and not leave me hanging, panting breathlessly for Book 4. (Although

I will, of course, get it in December!) This book left me with a sense of satisfaction. Edme played a

big role as well. Faolan did some growing up as he explored the past and accepted the new

responsibilities he had. He also displayed some new abilities that I believe will come into play in the

next book. I had not read the Owls of Ga'Hoole series, but I have enjoyed the Wolves of the Beyond

series so much that I believe I'll be reading the Owls next. My nine-year-old child (a passionate fan

of these books) introduced these books to me, and I am grateful because they gave me a very



enjoyable weekend of reading pleasure.

I have read every book in this series. I am a big fan! I was surprised when Faolan met his mom. I

gave this book a five star rating because l absolutely loved this book! I recommend this book for

anyone who loves wolves and likes adventure!

I had read, Wolves of the Beyond: Watch Wolf by Kathryn Lasky. It is about two wolves, Edme and

Foalan who must save a bear cub to prevent a war between the wolves and bears. I think it is very

captivating and gives a different perspective on wolf life. I rate this five stars and encourage other

young readers to read this book as well.I would like to read Wolves of the Beyond the forth book in

the series by Kathryn Lasky.- Yuri Scott***Review written by Yuri Scott a 6th grader in Tennessee

as part of our "May I Have Another Book Please?" program to promote Children's Literacy. Coast to

Coast Book Besties is gifting the fourth book to this young reader. We are proud of our kiddos who

have taken the time to review what they have read.

This book takes you into the land of the Beyond. Kathryn Lasky describes the characters so well.

This book tells you more about Faolan and Edme and has very interesting events that happen.

Although I'd recommend this book to mature readers or older students from 10-16(17) because of

slightly bad language, but it isn't TOO bad. It was so well written at the end it made me tear up.

Although the tag at the bottom of the book made me think this series would be childish, it is much

darker than I expected. I love it, regardless. From the very beginning, it's easy to love Faolan. And

Edme is another favorite of mine. Can't wait to read the next one!

My granddaughter requested this book for her tenth birthday. I gave her this book and Wolves of the

Beyond # 2 on Friday and she called on Sunday to tell me she had read both books. She said they

were great. I have ordered #5 and # 6 for Easter at her request.

my young daughter likes this series. she says she likes this series but has never said she loves it

like she has other series however, she keeps reading them all so i guess they are interesting.

This is one of the most wonderful series from the esteemed author Kathryn Lasky. My daughter

adores these books and can't stop reading them. She waits with impatience for the next ones to



come out. Being an avid wolf lover she is so grateful to Kathryn for creating a series she can truly

enjoy.
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